
SUBASH M R

Content Writer – Malayalam
Bengaluru, India                         9886551303
                                                      

1. PROFILE 

 Good written, drafting and 
DRAFTING and REGISTRATION of property related documents, legal opinions, 
drafting agreements, sale deeds, lease deeds Memorandum of understanding 
etc. 

 Good Word processing skills in handling 
Powerpoint MS-Excel etc with typing speed >
capability to utilize Internet facilities for research and downloading.

 Skilled in translation of legal documents from Malayalam to English and vice
versa. 

 In pursuit of passion which includes writing I have published 
English and 1 in Malayalam

2. SKILLS  
Novelist  
Translator  
Legal Drafting  
Creative writing/Content writing
Fast typing 
 

3. EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Legal consultant/Advisor at Catholic Syrian Bank, Bangalore
April 2014 – Present 

SUBASH M R 

Malayalam 
Bengaluru, India                         9886551303 
                                                      subash0813@gmail.com 

Good written, drafting and presentation skills. Has good track record of 
DRAFTING and REGISTRATION of property related documents, legal opinions, 
drafting agreements, sale deeds, lease deeds Memorandum of understanding 

Good Word processing skills in handling MSOffice including MS
Excel etc with typing speed >40wpm. Computer savvy with 

capability to utilize Internet facilities for research and downloading.
Skilled in translation of legal documents from Malayalam to English and vice

uit of passion which includes writing I have published 
and 1 in Malayalam, which is available in on-line publishing sites.

    3. LANGUAGES
            English 
            Malayalam 
            Kannada 

/Content writing 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
Legal consultant/Advisor at Catholic Syrian Bank, Bangalore 

 

presentation skills. Has good track record of 
DRAFTING and REGISTRATION of property related documents, legal opinions, 
drafting agreements, sale deeds, lease deeds Memorandum of understanding 

including MS-Word, MS-
. Computer savvy with 

capability to utilize Internet facilities for research and downloading. 
Skilled in translation of legal documents from Malayalam to English and vice-

uit of passion which includes writing I have published 3 books  in 
line publishing sites. 

3. LANGUAGES 



 Handles litigation cases of loan defaulters of the bank. 
 Legal consultant/advisor for bank dealings representing management. 
 Translation of property related legal documents Malayalam to English. 
 Court proceedings. 

4. EDUCATION 
BA LLB 
University of Calicut, Trichur 
Completed Bachelor’s degree in Law during Mar 2003 

 
5. TRANSITION TO WRITING CAREER 

 Even though I am a qualified and experienced legal consultant, I am 
excited to apply for the role of content writer. In my 19+ years in the legal 
field, I have handled legal documentation which involved translation of 
legal documents and content writing from Malayalam to English and vice-
versa. I am confident that my hands-on experience in legal translation 
makes me a great fit for this role. 

 Writing is my passion which was put on hold due to my career 
commitment. However I have been pursuing it in the recent past. In pursuit 
of my passion I have published 3 books in English and 1 book in 
Malayalam which is my mother tongue. 

 While I have enjoyed being a lawyer, I’m ready to explore other career 
option. I love to write, edit and translate without losing the essence of 
content. 

 If given an opportunity I would be glad to pursue my passion and utilise 
my skills for the said role of content writer in Malayalam which is my 
mother tongue and very close to my heart. 

 
6. HOBBIES 

Football 
Reading 
Writing novels, blogs, reviews 

 

 


